
Critical Thinking: 

Creative Solutions 
 
Objective: 
To practice critical thinking skills by coming up with creative solutions to problem scenarios. 
 
Time: 
15-30 minutes (depending on how many scenarios you use) 
 
Materials: 
Chalkboard or Dry Erase Board (optional) 
 
Procedure: 
Tell the group they are going to work together to solve some problems.  Stress that there are 
no right or wrong answers to the problems.  Break the group into smaller groups of 3-4 
students.  Give all the groups one of the problem scenarios below and give the groups 5 
minutes to come up with their two best solutions.  Have the groups share their solutions with 
everyone.  Use the discussion questions at the end for a discussion with the whole group. 
 
Problem Scenarios 
 

1. You wake up and see that your alarm never went off, so it is 15 minutes later than you 
usually get up.  Your class is going on a trip today so you can’t be late for school.  What 
could you do? 

2. You own a restaurant and most of your customers come at lunch time.  A new McDonald’s 
is going to open nearby.  What could you do to keep your regular customers coming to your 
restaurant when the McDonalds opens? 

3. You and a friend both have an after-school job at a store and often work together.  Your 
friend doesn’t take the job very seriously and sometimes hides so that they can use their 
phone and expects you to cover for them.  What could you do? 

4. You are a supervisor at a job and you have five employees.  You find out that you have 
$1000 (total) to give out in end-of-the-year bonuses.  How do you decide how much each 
employee would get for their bonus? 

5. You find an expensive looking ring in the hallway at school.  It doesn’t have a name or 
anything on it, and it’s not by any one’s locker.  What could you do? 

6. Your school is having a contest to see which group can come up with the best idea for how 
to spend $500 to make your school better.  How would you spend the money? 

 
Discussion questions: 
 

1. Were you surprised by any of the answers or how different the other groups’ answers 
were? 

2. Do you think having people with a variety of experiences (a variety of ages, jobs, from 
different places, etc.) would change the solutions?  Would having a variety of people be 
more helpful?  Why?  




